
BABY MAFIA 881 

Chapter 881 - "The Irregular Tamer Guild App" 

The new members had heard of this unique guild app that could help them in all aspects related to the 

guild app. 

Now that they could use this app, they're all curious. 

"What's the app name, if I may know?" The new guild member couldn't help but ask the staff, and the 

staff immediately responded. 

"It's called the Irregular Tamer Guild App. Just search for an app with the guild logo." 

"Okay, thank you!" The members were eager to check the app and use it! 

"Good. After this, you can go home, but please come back at 7 p.m. The inheritance ceremony will be 

held at that time in the guild hall, " 

The staff gave another reminder to the new members, but even after finishing their business, the new 

members didn't leave yet. 

"Alright, alright, thank you for the information! Oh, right…will we see the guild founder at the 

inheritance ceremony?" 

The members knew that Ainsley wouldn't be able to be the guild leader in name, but she's still the real 

guild leader. 

She's the one with the highest authority in the guild. 

Even the chosen guild master or guild leader couldn't make an important decision without Ainsley. 

That's why the members tacitly called Ainsley as the guild founder instead of the guild master. 

Well, usually, the guild master was reserved for the one at the headquarters and was chosen as the 

international guild leader. 

That is called the guild master. 

As for those scattered throughout other countries, although they were the head of the guild 

headquarters in that country... 

They're still called the guild leader. 

And for branch head...they're either called the branch head or the branch guild leader. 

Only Ainsley was a bit unique...because other guild founders had long died, maybe centuries ago. 

"Yes. The guild founder will be there at the inheritance ceremony. She's the one who will pass down the 

skill to all the guild members, after all." 

! Does that mean we can see the legendary little mafia boss up close?? 

The new guild member couldn't help but be excited about this. 



"Thank you, thank you. I'll be back on time!" 

After thanking the staff, they immediately left their seats and returned home to wait for tonight's 

ceremony. 

As for those who applied to live at the guild dorms...after the staff arranged their lodging, they went to 

the guild dorms. 

The guild dorms at the Crimson Lily Branch also adopted a similar style with the guild building itself. 

A dorm building could fit up to a thousand people, with a hundred members each floor. 

There were five dorm buildings not far from the guild building, just outside of the Xocolet Lake's range. 

This branch guild was really the biggest branch. It could provide for 5000 members! 

As for the other guild branches, such as the Roid Valley... 

Only 50 people could live at the dorm there, and the dorm was also in the same building as the guild 

building. 

Of course, the Roid Valley branch was the smallest branch building. 

Other branches such as Godfather Mausoleum, Butterfly Pagoda and Sloan Village were bigger. 

The second biggest branch building after Crimson Lily was undoubtedly Godfather Mausoleum because 

that area was vast and could fit a lot of buildings. 

Then, the third biggest was Butterfly Pagoda, followed by Sloan Village branch. 

The one at the Sloan Village branch couldn't be too big, afraid of disturbing the villages around. 

The smallest...was the Roid Valley. It was all because the valley's terrain wasn't really suitable to create a 

building. 

And Ainsley also didn't build the building outside of the valley because it wasn't her territory but a public 

territory. 

The Godfather Mausoleum branch could fit 2500 members at the guild dorms, the Butterfly Pagoda 

could fit 1000 people, and Sloan Village could house 300 members. 

With such an arrangement, the guild members who didn't have houses immediately occupied the 

Crimson Lily dorms. 

Of course, only those chosen to be members of the Crimson Lily branch could use the dorms. 

As for those sent to other branches...because the buildings weren't ready, they had to stay at the Sloan 

Family's side buildings. 

Of course, those who applied to live in dorms would also have more responsibilities than other 

members. 

Entirely because the guild provided housing and food for them. 



The other guild members didn't have this privilege at all. 

The new guild members got all the information about the other guild branch buildings and the housing 

quota from the guild app. 

The app wasn't only for members to have their own account, but it also provided information related to 

the guild. 

They even had a map of the whole Crimson Lily Guild, and it also showed the guild building location. 

Since the map was big, covering the entire Roane Region and even other regions, one could see four 

other dots on the map. 

Only one of the dots was green, and the words above the green dot were Roid Valley. 

It means that this guild branch was ready to use. 

When one clicked on the green dot, they could see the front image of the guild building. 

There was also information about the guild staff, the current registered guild members and the housing 

quota. 

Right now, the registered guild members list is constantly updated. Even the housing quote of 50 people 

also changed within seconds. 

Such an advanced app....the members instantly fell in love with the guild app. 

Not to mention that the guild app also had a Godlif country's forum, combining the server of all guild 

branches plus the headquarters. 

There was also a group chat in the app, but the members could only join the group chat of the guild 

branch that they belonged to. 

For a while, the group chat was lively. 

Chapter 882 - "The Crimsons & The Roidley" 

Tons of new members constantly joined the group, and they all had to use their real names. 

The members could click on these names and check the owner's account. 

Whether it was their standard information or their account level, it was all visible to the other app users. 

Just like in the Sloan Family internal app, the guild app also issued virtual badges corresponding to the 

members' guild branches. 

For now, there were only two badges lit up while the rest, including the headquarters, were still dim. 

The app was indeed a mature and complete online app. 

For new guild members, the app not only gave out a lot of information related to the guild but was also 

a necessity in their daily life. 



There was a guild trading zone in the app, where the members could use their contribution points to 

buy items. 

There were also members trading zones, allowing the guild members to sell things online, and fellow 

guild members could buy the items. 

This guild app was not only an official guild app, but it also acted as a small society among the members. 

The app undoubtedly made the members from all kinds of guild branches closer to each other. 

Unlike the other big guilds that rarely got along between guild branches, the Irregular Tamer Guild 

eliminated this factor in the early stage. 

The forum allowed members from all types of guild branches to communicate remotely. 

There was also a ranking list...one was the ranking list for each branch, the other was a united ranking 

list, combining all members from all guild branches. 

This allowed the members to know which members got more contribution points and the such. 

The members' account also had levels, and they could level up using EXP gained from doing missions 

issued by the guild. 

Not only would they get EXP, they would also receive contribution points and money! 

Of course, in most cases, the members had to choose between directly receiving the payment from 

doing the mission or changing it into contribution points. 

This feature isn't available in the Sloan Family app, but it was there in the guild app because the guild 

was undoubtedly larger than the Sloan Family. 

Of course, aside from levels, there were also coloured account names. 

The ordinary members had a white account names; the elites had either bronze, silver, or gold names. 

There were also those with blue and purple names. Purple was the guild's higher-ups while blue was the 

guild staff. 

Of course, the members paid more attention to bronze, silver and gold names. 

After all, these were people that had been tested to have a good charm ability. 

It was estimated that they would be a better irregular tamer than other members. 

But the colors could change anytime...so even these elite members couldn't relax at all. 

After the members were busy checking the fun guild app for almost a whole day, the inheritance 

ceremony was finally about to start. 

An hour before the ceremony started, all members who had successfully registered as the guild 

members already crowded the guild hall. 

Because it was nighttime, the venue was chosen to be indoor instead of outdoor. 



But the guild hall was brightly lit with countless floating balls of light...it was still pretty even at night. 

The guild members had received their badges and cloaks as their uniforms. 

Now, all of them wore the cloaks and badges neatly, waiting for Ainsley's arrival. 

Even when they're already a guild member, they still couldn't tour the Crimson Lily guild branch's 

building, and so, they could only wait patiently at the hall. 

At this time, the members couldn't help but look at their fellow members and talked to each other. 

"Hey, hey, you're a Crimson!" 

One of the members looked at the person with a small crimson lily symbol on their badge with a slightly 

envious look. 

Crimson was the term the members came up with to mention the members registered to the Crimson 

Lily branch. 

As for the members of the Roid Valley branch...the members called them Roidley– a merger between 

Roid and valley. 

The Godfather Mausoleum branch members would be called the holy spirits, while the Butterfly Pagoda 

members were called the caterpillars. 

As for the Sloan Village guild branch members...they're called the Sloan villager. 

The one at the headquarters was called Pandora Islanders. 

The person who called out Crimson was a Roidley, a member of the Roid Valley branch. 

"I really envy you, brother. Everyone here wants to join the Crimson Lily branch or the headquarters." 

But the Crimsons didn't feel as fortunate as what the Roidley thought. 

"You don't know...this might be a temporary identity." 

The Roidley was clearly startled, not expecting this answer at all. 

"Temporary? What do you mean? Aren't you already a member of the Crimson Lily branch?" 

But the Crimsons shook his head. 

"I heard that a lot of people currently registered to Crimson Lily will be dispatched to other branches 

once the guild branch buildings are ready..." 

So, it's not certain whether he would stay as the Crimsons once the other guild branch buildings were 

built. 

The Roidley didn't expect this information at all and suddenly didn't know what to say. 

"Well...it is still better than being a Roidley like me...the Roid Valley is the smallest and should be the 

weakest guild branch, right?" 

At least the other guild branches would be better than the Roid Valley! 



"Not really. The Roid Valley guild branch building might be small, but I heard that there are a lot of 

monsters to be tamed..." 

The Crimsons looked at the Roidley with a faint smile on his face. 

"Maybe the business will be more prosperous there," he added. 

Yes, their fate is still not fixed! 

Chapter 883 - "Natural Suppression" 

Just like how the headquarters' location was chosen because there were a lot of monsters… 

The Roid Valley might not be worse than the headquarters because of the number of monsters around. 

The Roidley was finally a bit comforted by this fact and suddenly no longer disdained to be a part of the 

Roid Valley. 

Although Ainsley did send out the worst members to the Roid Valley, she meant to train them harder 

than the others by using the Roid Valley's geographical advantage. 

With a lot of monsters around, the members had to train hard every single day, unlike those at Butterfly 

Pagoda, Sloan Village, or the Godfather Mausoleum branch. 

The other three areas didn't have many wild monsters around, so the members couldn't train every 

single day. 

It could be said that Ainsley put the mediocre members to these three branches. 

On the other hand, she kept the best and the second-best members at the headquarters and the 

Crimson Lily branch. 

In the end, those at the Roid Valley might be better than those at the other three guild branches. 

If they performed better than the other members, they might be promoted directly to the Crimson Lily 

branch or the Pandora Island headquarters! 

"Anyway, all of us will be sent to Pandora Island to train for three months, right? I hope we can be a 

good irregular tamer." 

The Crimsons patted the Roidley's shoulder before talking about other things in the guild. 

Such as rumors about outstanding members who would be picked up and trained for less than a month 

in private... 

And then they would be sent to attend the annual beast and monster tide operation. 

It seemed that the guild had started to pick up members to be trained in private and then sent to the 

annual beast and monster tide. 

These members would be the face of their Irregular Tamer Guild and would undoubtedly be the Sloan 

Family's trump card. 



"I heard from one of the staff...the little boss is going to form an elite Irregular Tamer team and bring 

them to show off at the annual beast & monster tide." 

The Crimsons' face right now was full of longing and hope to be a part of that elite team. 

The Roidley was also pleasantly surprised but thinking about his white account name and his affiliated 

guild branch... 

He was suddenly not that energetic anymore. 

"Well, the ones chosen must be those with bronze, silver or golden account names." 

The Crimsons also thought the same. 

"Well, at least we have a chance to be a part of that team...let's just wait until tonight's ceremony." 

Maybe after they get a unique skill, they would transform, and their charm ability would be much better 

than now? 

Who knows. 

Thus, the two people chatted with others around them until it was time for the inheritance ceremony. 

Five minutes before the promised time, Ainsley came riding Cellino in his medium size, riding the wind 

and sliding down the sky. 

Lying on her lap was a fat, fluffy brownish-black cat, Bello. 

Cellino's mocha-coloured fur was actually super eye-catching against the night sky. 

Those outside of the guild building immediately noticed the huge beast, while those inside the guild 

building were still ignorant. 

But when the guild gate was open and a gust of night wind blew everyone's hair.... 

The new guild members' subconsciously looked at the direction of the gate, only to see a huge, wolf-like 

fluffy beast riding the wind with a toddler on its back. 

The toddler's pink uniform was as eye-catching as usual, and her striking purple hair couldn't be more 

eye-catching than ever. 

The fluffy wolf-like beast immediately came to the floating stage that was already prepared at the 

center of the guild hall, right above everyone's head. 

The guild members who were talking to each other before suddenly quieted down, and the whole guild 

hall became as silent as the cemetery. 

Ainsley didn't say anything and just tapped Cellino's neck to make him land on the floating flat stage 

made of wood. 

The stage might be small with only one throne-like seat on it, but Cellino could still fit in. 

He hurriedly landed at the edge of the stage and dropped Ainsley on the seat before shrinking into the 

size of a cat. 



Then, without worrying about his image as the sacred beast, he leapt into Ainsley's lap as she sat down 

and kicked his brother off the baby's lap! 

The sleeping Bello was so shocked that he subconsciously screamed. 

"Nyaooo!" 

The poor cat bounced off the seat and landed on the stage with his fur standing up. 

Unfortunately, Cellino only glanced down at his poor brother and snorted as he slowly laid on Ainsley's 

lap. 

'You deserve it. Ain's lap is my exclusive seat!' 

The cute mocha-coloured cat with four black legs stretched his body as he snuggled into Ainsley's 

tummy, instantly evoking a smile on her face. 

[Hush. Don't be so jealous of Bello. Poor him, okay?] 

[He sits on your lap for hours already. It's my turn now, awooo.] 

Well, what could Ain do with these jealous beasts? 

She could only allow Cellino to do whatever he wanted and focused on the inheritance ceremony 

instead. 

Sitting on the small throne created exclusively for her, Ainsley looked down at all of the guild members 

stuffed into one huge guild hall. 

There was no one who could use their flying-type beasts or monsters to occupy the guild hall's sky area. 

Only the staff and the guards could. 

Ainsley, her staff and the patrol guards were all in the air while the new members were on the ground. 

Because of this, the guild members who had to lift their heads to look at Ainsley felt a kind of natural 

suppression! 

Chapter 884 - "Sharing Her Skill" 

In the new members' eyes, such a scene with all the important guild staff floating in the air was really 

majestic. 

It instantly elevated the guild's prestige into another level in the guild member' hearts! 

They truly tasted just how glorious the guild was, even when it was just a newly-founded guild. 

Because the guild that they had just joined was so amazing, the guild members took pride in becoming 

the guild members and even felt affection for the guild. 

It had just been a few days, but Ainsley had successfully cultivated the new guild members to be loyal 

and affectionate toward the guild. 

It was as if the guild itself had a special charm that could lure people into loving it and being loyal to it! 



Ainsley looked at the new guild members' faces full of reverent and awe towards her.... 

She couldn't help but nod in satisfaction. 

Good, good. The first step to cultivate a sense of belonging to the guild was by respecting the guild 

founder, taking pride in becoming a guild member, and taking the guild as their second home. 

This was why Ainsley accepted the guild members without houses or money to rent homes to live at the 

guild dorms. 

It was all to give them a sense of 'this is our home', which would gain their unbreakable loyalty and 

devotion. 

All big guilds who wanted to survive and became giants in this ability user society needed a lot of loyal 

and devoted guild members. 

If the guild members were too casual, they couldn't stay as an influential guild at all! 

The Irregular Tamer Guild was just a newly-built guild, and it's not strange if the new members didn't 

think much when they first joined. 

No matter how unique the guild is, no matter how 'grand' the guild seemed like if the members didn't 

feel the warmth from joining the guild... 

It would all be in vain. 

For now, the guild was rushing in the correct direction, and Ainsley was pleased. 

The baby slowly cleared her throat before scanning the guild members below her. 

"Good evening, everyone. This is Ainsley Sloan, your guild founder. I won't be the guild master or the 

guild leader in the future, so just call me the founder." 

Well, Ainsley didn't know that the members had already begun to call her 'little founder' in private... 

The guild members were mostly people who had never seen Ainsley face-to-face and had only seen her 

from videos or news. 

When they saw Ainsley like this for the first time...all of them almost got nosebleeds. 

The guild founder is so cute! Help!! 

She didn't do anything and just sat there, talking to us with her childish voice, but her charm was 

immaculate! 

It was then that the guild members realized how strong Ainsley could be. 

She didn't purposely use her charm ability, but it could passively affect others who saw her for the first 

time. 

They're all charm ability users, and many of them had reached a high level in terms of strength realm. 

But in front of Ainsley, they were still slightly affected. 



All of them really did think that she was cute and should be protected at all costs! 

No wonder she could be the guild founder... 

Her charm is really strong! 

Not knowing that the new guild members of all ages and gender were currently worshiping her.... 

Ainsley calmly spread her charm ability throughout the guild hall while communicating with Zev. 

[After this? What do I do to share the skills with these people?] Ainsley asked the floating spirit around 

her head, and Zev immediately answered. 

[Summon the skill book in your eyes and then shout 'spread out!'. The skill will be passed on to the new 

guild members through your charm ability range.] 

Ainsley's charm ability range was already so wide that it could cover the entire guild hall. 

Yes, she could target many people at once and didn't need to target a small number of people like in the 

past. 

Such a feat was absolutely amazing for the charm ability users. 

Many ability users had a strong charm but they could only charm a handful of people at the same time. 

To charm nearly 10.000 people at the same time, covering them with the charm ability aura... 

That's a hard thing to do. 

But Ainsley managed to do that, thanks to her rich experience in using her charm ability at war. 

These guild members usually used their abilities on a small group of people or maybe just individual 

targets because of their daily missions. 

The charm ability users were usually used as spies or honey traps, never like Ainsley, who used her 

charm ability to fight. 

First of all, the members' charm ability wasn't strong enough to force someone to kill themselves. 

At most, they would only answer whatever the members asked them, or do some non-dangerous things. 

The members had to try hard to trick their targets if they wanted to kill the targets. 

But Ainsley's charm ability was amplified by her luck manipulation ability. 

Even when she's not using her luck manipulation anymore, her charm was already strong enough to the 

point of brainwashing people. 

Added with her rich experience in targeting a huge group of people in the war... 

It's no wonder that Ainsley could affect the entire people in the guild hall and passed down the skill in 

the blink of an eye. 

After Zev instructed her to summon the skill book, Ainsley closed her eyes and summoned the skill book 

in her mind. 



In an instant, a book with a pink cover popped out in Ainsley's mind, glowing with a soft pink light! 

This is the skill book that enabled others to gain the same charm skill as Ainsley– 

Charming monsters and beasts. 

Chapter 885 - "Night Hunting" 

Ainsley recalled Zev's instruction carefully and immediately shouted in her heart. 

[Spread out!] 

At that moment, Ainsley's charm ability aura that enveloped the whole guild hall seemed to tremble. 

Countless balls of light suddenly came out of the pink aura. 

The pale pink light balls instantly spread out and slowly entered everyone's forehead, one ball for each 

person. 

But there were exceptions where one person got more than one light ball. 

Ainsley could see this, and the others could also see the beautiful phenomenon of countless light balls 

entering everyone's foreheads. 

But the others didn't know why some people got more than one light ball. 

On the other hand, Ainsley knew the reason. 

[Those with more than one light ball should be stronger than their peers, right?] Ainsley looked at Zev 

for his confirmation. 

[After they receive this skill, they will be a better tamer than the others, right, right??] 

[Well, you're right. It doesn't depend on the person's charm ability, though...it actually depends on their 

potential.] 

It means that even those with weak charm ability could receive more than one light ball if they had high 

potential. 

The skill book as an item from Zev, the little system. 

Of course, it could measure people's potentials and give more balls of light to enlighten them further. 

The more light balls they received, the better their potential. 

Ainsley immediately asked the staff to record the name and guild id number of those who received more 

than one light ball. 

"Separate those with two light balls, three, four, or five light balls. Give me the list after this." 

The previous guild branch housing depended on the members' current strength, but since those with 

weak strength could have high potential too... 

Ainsley had to rearrange the guild branch affiliation's distribution. 



Those with high potentials would all be admitted to headquarters or branch guilds with lots of monsters 

to practice. 

For now, the best place would be the Roid Valley... 

And so, many members who were assigned to the Roid Valley were moved to other branch guilds, not 

because they became stronger. 

It was because their potential wasn't that much, and it was a waste to give them so many monsters to 

practice, lest they die in the middle of the practice. 

On the contrary, those with high potentials could learn faster and needed external stimulation. 

Of course, members with current excellent ability plus high potential were all picked up to join the 

guild's elite team. 

They were all listed to be a part of the headquarters' members, plus those who would be brought to the 

annual beast and monster tide extermination. 

These people would be the pride of their guild! 

After the slight commotion related to the weird light balls, the members finally received enlightenment 

and successfully gained the new skill to charm monsters and beasts. 

With this, Ainsley's job was over for the day, and she didn't say anything to the guild members other 

than encouraging them and such. 

After that, she immediately left the Crimson Lily branch guild, keeping up her 'lofty and mysterious' 

image. 

Unlike being a mafia boss that could be close to her mafia members, being a guild founder wasn't that 

easy anymore. 

She had to maintain her 'unapproachable' image because a guild was different from a mafia family. 

In the end, there would be more guild members compared to the Sloan Family's mafia members, and if 

Ainsley had a kind and friendly image... 

The guild members might not respect her as much as other guild leaders or founders. 

Thus, Ainsley couldn't interact too much with ordinary members and only allowed high-ranking 

members to interact with her. 

This would ignite jealousy in other members' hearts, creating healthy competition between the guild 

members. 

They would strive to be better so that the guild founder would notice them. 

Of course, even when Ainsley kept her lofty image, the members didn't feel that Ainsley was looking 

down on them or didn't appreciate them at all. 

On the other hand, because Ain was just a toddler with a cute face...she gained tons of fans among the 

guild members! 



Cute yet lofty. Tiny yet acted like adults... 

What a moe gap! We like it! 

And so, there are no worries about the guild members not feeling close to Ainsley or the guild just 

because Ainsley was 'lofty'. 

The members successfully became Ainsley's fans instead... 

All hail loli guild founder! 

The first day of the inheritance ceremony was finally done. 

The guild members successfully gained a new skill, and all of them couldn't wait to test it out. 

Because of this, the guild arranged for the new guild members to go on a night hunt around the Crimson 

Lily forest for those who wanted to test out their abilities. 

"Please make a group of five members. There has to be at least one member with a bronze, silver, or 

golden-named account among the group members, " 

The guild personnel who weren't really a charm ability user had to remind the guild members to take 

care of their personal safety. 

After all, it was already around 8 o'clock and monsters or beasts who were active at night were usually 

more dangerous than those active in the afternoon. 

That's why the staff forced the guild members to have at least one member with a bronze, silver or 

golden-coloured account name. 

Why? Because these people were all people with a strong charm ability even before they gained the 

new skill. 

Thus, after they gained the new skill, they would at least be better than others with white name 

accounts. 

"We already have an agreement with the Crimson Lily Forest's local residents, and all of you can only 

'hunt' at specific locations." 

No beasts with high intelligence wanted humans to tame them freely! 

Chapter 886: "The Guild's Hunting Ground" 

As for monsters...it could be tamed as long as the person's unique charm was strong enough. 

After all, the monsters usually hated humans more than beasts hating humans. Thus, if the tamer's 

charm wasn't strong, they could fail. 

For this reason, the Crimson Lily's local residents, such as the beasts and some monsters with high 

intelligence prepared an area for low-intelligence beasts and monsters to gather. 

The area was blocked with a natural barrier created by the beasts and became a 'hunting' ground for the 

Crimson Lily branch guild members to tame monsters and beasts. 



There were a lot of beast guardians guarding the designed hunting ground, and they would only allow 

guild members and relevant humans to enter. 

This is definitely a good thing for both sides because the beasts also didn't really like the wild monsters 

that always competed for food and evolution resources. 

At the same time, a lot of low-intelligence beasts were a burden for the high-intelligence beasts, and 

that's why the beasts sent out the 'dumber' beasts to the guild. 

If they got tamed and their new owner put a lot of effort into cultivating them, these beasts could gain a 

high intelligence in the future. 

Thus, both sides benefited from this agreement. 

The new guild members obviously didn't know that the guild had already cooperated with the local 

resident. 

When they heard that the guild had prepared a large natural hunting ground for them to practice their 

abilities...the guild members were shocked. 

"So...there is a huge barrier that prevents monsters or beasts who have entered the area from coming 

out, but those outside can still come inside?" 

One of the new guild members couldn't help but ask their guide and the guide immediately nodded. 

"Yes, precisely. The local beasts have already warned other beasts not to approach the foggy barrier so if 

they accidently enter the barrier..." 

The guild wouldn't be responsible for the high-intelligence beasts who accidentally entered the foggy 

barrier. 

"It means that there can be high-intelligence beasts inside the hunting ground, and the level of the 

beasts will vary. The same goes for the monsters." 

That's why the guild still couldn't ensure their safety, but they at least prepared an emergency capsule 

for each guild member. 

"When you received your equipment this morning, we also sent you an emergency capsule in the shape 

of a small coin-sized brooch." 

The guide walked around the guild members who already lined up in front of the guild building as he 

showed the coin-sized emergency capsule. 

"Just press the brooch, and there will be a protective barrier to protect you in case of emergencies." 

But of course, since the tools were expensive, if the members lost the brooch, they had to pay for it the 

next time they wanted the emergency capsule. 

Plus, each time they used a barrier, they would have to pay for the energy needed to produce those 

barriers. 

Either by reputation points or by real money, it didn't matter. 



At the end of the month, the guild would automatically count the emergency capsule used in that 

month and would immediately ask the members to pay. 

The brooch was connected to each member's guild account, and that's how it could count the use of 

barriers each month and send out payment demand notification. 

Such a high-tech item...of course Ainsley bought it from the Billios Family. 

"Don't worry. The first barrier use is free and one brooch can produce ten barriers before it needs to be 

charged with energy crystals." 

And so, the guild actually knew how many barriers were used in that month through the charger as well. 

The guild members were all fascinated by such a good item. 

They took out the coin-sized simple brooch from their pocket and immediately wore it close to their 

chest. 

Some with long-sleeved clothes wore the brooch on their sleeves so that they could easily touch the 

brooch in emergency cases. 

"Okay, if everyone is ready, please group up. You have 30 minutes to group up before we set off to the 

hunting ground." 

In 30 minutes, the 10.000 members immediately created many groups, and the guild staff would check 

the group members' guild account. 

If the group didn't have any members with bronze, silver or golden-coloured accounts, the group 

couldn't go to the hunting ground just yet. 

After 30 minutes, the new guild members were ready to test their new skill. 

Some of them even wore the guild cloak along with the guild badge, looking extremely serious. 

The guide team, around fifty people or so, immediately spread out and lit up the dark path, leading 

everyone to the hunting ground. 

It was easy to find the hunting ground, just find a place with a lot of fog. 

After all, the Crimson Lily forest was a forest full of red lilies, and such a white or gray fog would be 

conspicuous among red plants. 

Not to mention that there had never been fogs at Crimson Lily forest. 

So, the place with a fog should be the hunting ground prepared by the guild. 

"You can stay at the hunting ground until ten o'clock. After that, you have to gather in front of this gate, 

" the guide reminded the guild members. 

Because the hunting ground was too large, the guild set up 8 checkpoints following the wind direction 

and built a small, red torii gate as a landmark. 



The one in front of the group of new guild members right now is the east gate, and one could see the big 

word 'East' hanging down from the red torii gate. 

"Do you understand?" The guide asked once more and the guild members immediately responded to 

the guide. 

"Understand!" 

After all, if they didn't understand…wouldn't the guild kick them out?? 

Chapter 887: "Hunting Regulations" 

Facing these obedient guild members, the leader of the guide team was also satisfied. 

"Good. Don't worry about getting lost. You can check your guild app and see the forest map too. It's a 

real-time virtual map so that it can show your current position as well." 

Actually, there shouldn't be any good internet connection in the forest. 

But the Sloan Family had built many invisible network towers and even hired ability users with this kind 

of unique ability. 

So, the guild members could still use the guild app's various features along with the guild chat. 

The guild's group chat had a voice call and anyone in trouble could use this feature to ask for help. 

After the guild members knew that the guild actually paid so much attention to them, they were all 

touched. 

"The guild is really too good, right? They're so meticulous!" 

"Yes, and be very careful too. To avoid non-members who come to the forest to enter the hunting 

ground, they even set up these checkpoints..." 

After all, only monsters and beasts could enter the barrier without passing through the 8 torii gate. 

With this, any hunters or people who didn't join the guild couldn't enter the hunting ground just to hunt 

monsters or beasts in an easy way. 

The guild also set up a barrier around the guild area, which occupied half of the Crimson Lily forest. 

After all, this forest had been conquered by the Sloan Family, and it was included in the Sloan Family's 

territory. 

How rich, ah! 

After admiring their guild once more, the guild members prepared themselves before entering the 

hunting ground one by one. 

At the moment, the hunting ground wasn't dark at all because the guild also released many floating 

lamps into the sky– 

Albeit the light was dim and wasn't too good. 



Still, it was enough to ensure the night monsters and beasts were comfortable with the environment 

while also helping the guild members to hunt comfortably. 

The guide didn't forget to tell the new guild members about the rule of the hunting ground itself. 

"Every member from all sorts of guild branches can use this hunting ground, but those not affiliated with 

the Crimson Lily branch can only stay for an hour each day." 

As for those affiliated with the Crimson Lily branch, they could stay as long as they wanted. 

The guild members who weren't the crimson lily guild branch members would be given a timer bracelet 

when they entered the hunting ground. 

Once they were inside for an hour, the bracelet would ring loudly and the members had to leave. 

After all, there were guards stationed everywhere inside and outside of the hunting ground. 

"For now, all members can stay until 10 o'clock, but after we registered the rest of the guild members, 

the rules will be applied immediately," 

The guide added more information related to the hunting ground's rules to the guild members. 

Oh, and there's one more point to remember...which is the hunting ground's operation time. 

The hunting ground was opened for the guild members starting from 6 o'clock in the morning to 10 

o'clock at night. 

It would be open at the same time even at the weekend. 

"Oh, right, there is also a hunting limitation for each member." 

Those not affiliated with the Crimson Lily branch can only tame one monster or one beast each day. 

They could only choose a beast or a monster, not both. 

On the other hand, the members affiliated with the Crimson Lily branch could tame both monster and 

beast each day. 

The guild created this rule to prevent too many monsters and beasts from getting tamed, reducing the 

price of their taming service. 

If there was no demand to get these monsters or beasts, after taming the targets, the guild members 

should let go of their targets and shouldn't bring them out of the hunting ground. 

"But if you need to bring out some monsters or beasts, after you successfully tame a monster or a beast, 

you will have to bring them to the staff at the gate for registration and such." 

Because the charm could fade out any moment, the guild members had to quickly record the beast or 

monster type on the system along with their names as the tamer. 

Then, the staff would bind these tamed monsters and beasts using a new type of contract scroll that 

could bind monsters and beasts with a contract even when they had no owner yet. 



The registration thing was actually for guild members who didn't want to face the customers directly 

and only wanted to receive their pay or contribution points. 

Of course, if the customers were already at the guild building, the members could record their 

achievement first and then directly bring their tamed monsters or beasts to the customer. 

After all, the new type of contract scroll was quite expensive, and the guild only bore half of the scroll 

fee while the other half needed the members to bear the cost. 

That's why most members would only take out the tamed monsters or beasts from the hunting ground 

when they have made an appointment with the customers. 

Since the unique scroll was quite expensive, it also limited the number of guild members who wanted to 

do transactions outside of the guild area. 

Of course, if the members tamed their monsters or beasts outside of the hunting ground, they didn't 

need to worry about all of these rules. 

"You can read these rules on your guild app in the hunting ground regulation section. Okay, if there's no 

other questions, you can start hunting now!" 

With the signal, the members who had entered the hunting ground immediately advanced with their 

team. 

Time to test out their new charm skill! 

Chapter 888: "Irregular Tamer's Various Types" 

The type of monsters and beasts lingering around the Crimson Lily forest were generally forest animals. 

One could see all sorts of carnivorous beasts and also herbivores. 

As for the monsters...there were more flying-type monsters than other types of monsters at the hunting 

ground. 

Since the hunting ground didn't include the Xocolet lake, there's no way to try taming the water-type 

monsters or beasts. 

For now, the type of monsters one generally found in Crimson Lily Forest were reptiles such as snakes, 

small-sized dinosaurs, or bizarre mammals. 

There could be a strange metallic goat or a fire horse with green fire...the monsters were usually uglier 

than beasts, and were more ferocious. 

It was not strange that the first time the new guild members entered the hunting ground, what 

welcomed them were a bunch of night monsters. 

There were blood-sucking bats, weird armored squirrels, cows, bulls, or even mutated plants. 

However, most of the monsters were either low-level or mid-level monsters. 

One couldn't see any high-ranking monsters when they didn't go too deep into the hunting ground. 



Looking at the map on the phone, the guild members could see the three zones inside the hunting 

ground. 

"We are here, the green zone. It's not too far from the eight torii gates, and the monsters or beasts we 

will find here are generally low-level." 

The leader of the five-man team explained to his team members as they used their phone torch to 

illuminate the path. 

The hunting ground was huge, but it was only in a simple circle shape. Thus, the three zones were 

divided like outer and inner circle rings. 

The outer zone was the one marked green. The guild purposely put the low-level monsters and beasts in 

this zone. 

There was even a dividing barrier between each zone so that monsters or beasts with different strength 

levels couldn't easily mingle with each other. 

After all, the monsters still eat other monsters, especially the carnivores. 

It would be bad if a high-level monster devoured all the low-level monsters at the hunting ground. 

After the green zone, which was the outer circle, one could go even further to the hunting ground. 

After passing through another layer of fog, they could enter the mid-zone marked with blue. 

The middle circle housed mid-level monsters and beasts, stronger than the low-level ones. 

Once the members went even deeper inside, after passing through another layer of darker fog, which 

was pitch black, they would arrive at the inner circle– high-level zone. 

It was red because the monsters and beasts inside weren't a lot, maybe didn't even exceed 50, but all of 

them were high-level beasts and monsters. 

The guild would regularly release low-level preys for these bosses' lunch and dinner. 

So, the guild members could still find mid-level or low-level monsters and beasts inside the red zone too. 

But be careful...if the high-level monsters or beasts had marked their prey and the guild members 

captured their prey... 

One could imagine the consequences. 

"Let's just linger around the green zone. Find one or two low-level monsters, surround it and try to tame 

it. We can tame it in turns." 

A lot of teams had the same thoughts, so they quickly spread around the green zone with their team 

members and went to find monsters or beasts to tame. 

There were countless low-level monsters and beasts here, but since the area was large, one didn't need 

to be afraid of an accidental beast and monster tide. 



Of course, it means that they had to explore the terrain and faced mutant plants or other environmental 

factors before finding their targets 

When a team successfully found a monster, before they could even approach, the monster already 

noticed their presence and instantly reacted. 

"RAWWRRR!!" 

The monster was so aggressive that it immediately dashed toward the five people, about to claw them 

or bite them to death! 

These people were only charm ability users and rarely fought in a real battle, but it didn't mean they 

were completely useless. 

Sensing the danger, the team immediately dodged the monster and started to surround the monster 

within a safe distance. 

"Quick! Release your charm ability! You first!" 

The team leader appointed the nearest member to the monster and asked her to release her charm 

ability. 

70% of charm ability users were women, so it wasn't weird that there were more women than men 

among the 10.000 new guild members. 

The team leader itself was also a woman with a good charm ability, and the team only had one man. 

Oh, well, after the team leader shouted, the girl heard the team leader's command. 

She subconsciously answered, "Y-yes, captain!" 

The girl mentioned by the team leader immediately reacted and released her charm ability, targeting 

the monster. 

If this were the usual, she would have never been able to charm a monster because her charm only 

worked for humans. 

It was even a bit hard to charm ability users in her usual day. 

But after the inheritance ceremony, the girl actually received two balls of light and her potential was 

really shown here. 

In just a few seconds after the girl released her pink aura toward the monster, the monster obviously 

paused for a bit, and it suddenly stopped being aggressive. 

The monster looked at the girl with a weird gaze, but it didn't try to attack her anymore. Instead, it was 

looking at her as if looking at their little sister... 

Its eyes were full of disgust and reluctance, but there was still a little bit of affection inside. 

When the other team members saw this, they instantly recalled the guild guidebook. 



The guidebook told them types of charm they would have when they used it against monsters and 

beasts. 

There were so many weird types included! 

Chapter 889: "Three Official Tamers Occupation" 

According to the guidebook, here were the fatherly charm type, motherly charm, baby charm… 

Little sister charm, little brother, nephew, niece, older sister, older brother, and so on. 

There was even a friend charm and potential mate charm. 

It's weird, isn't it? 

Someone could even have a prey charm. It means that the monster would see the person as a prey but 

unlike a normal prey, the monster would cherish this one better. 

Of course, it was quite impossible to command the monster to do anything to someone considered its 

prey. 

But fortunately, with the new contract scroll, the tamer could still sell their 'tamed' monsters. 

The girl here obviously belonged to the little sister charm, and because the monster was also a female, it 

had that kind of reaction! 

The girl was taken aback, and her eyes instantly lit up. 

"It works! I can really charm this monster!" 

But to tame it...she still had a long way to go. 

After all, the charm was only effective for less than a minute! 

Before the girl could ask the monster to do whatever she wanted, the monster had already returned to 

its aggressive state. 

Still, the girl was so excited knowing that she really did become an irregular tamer! 

Following the girl's success, the other team members tried to charm the monsters, and they quickly 

identified their charm type. 

The team leader had an elder sister charm type, and it was generally easier to command the charmed 

monster to obey her. 

Especially if the monster was generally young. 

But if it was a mother monster...one couldn't say whether the mother monster would obey this 'elder 

sister' or not. 

After all, once the monster became a mother, It was hard to say if they would be obedient in front of 

their elder sister. 

The other three group members all identified their charm type too. 



There was someone with a little brother charm even when she was a girl. Then, the other girl had an 

aunt charm. 

It was really weird! 

But it was effective against young and naughty monsters! 

Oh...wait. The only man in the group even had a grandpa charm... 

Both old and young monsters respected this guy unless the monster was also considered a grandpa or a 

grandma. 

The team members were excited and confused at the same time, mainly because so far, their charm 

type had always been the same type. 

It was the seductive type and could be effective for all kinds of gender, both male and female. 

But when they became an irregular tamer...there were so many charm types, ah! 

The members quickly tested their abilities and left the monster before the monster could chase after 

them. 

After all, they had checked their new skill and it was really effective! 

The same goes for other members as well. 

After they tested their abilities, they went back to the East Torii gate and the staff there quickly 

recorded their charm type against monsters or beasts. 

With this, there would be new information on everyone's guild account. 

Mainly the type of their charm when used against monsters and beasts versus when they faced human 

beings. 

The irregular tamer's charm type would all be the same whether it was used on a monster or a beast. 

But it could be different when used on human beings. 

This new discovery made the guild members idolize their guild even more. 

A lot of them even updated their social media accounts and told the whole world what they had just 

experienced! 

[Really. I didn't know that I have a grandma charm type in front of monsters and beasts! Hahahah! PS: 

I'm a 17-year-old male.] 

[Same here. I actually don't know what type of charm I have at first because the monster's reaction is 

weird. But guess what?] 

The poster paused before sending another comment. 

[I actually had the first love charm type!] 

The first love charm type...it means that the monsters and beasts would feel as if facing their first love. 



It would be more effective on beasts with high-intelligence since it had something to do with love and 

not desire or familial affection. 

But it was really unique! 

Ainsley even updated the guidebook and included more irregular charm types for these irregular tamers. 

The first day of the on-site registrations finally ended, and the guild welcomed around 10.000 guild 

members at once. 

The second day, another batch that had been selected came to the Crimson Lily branch. 

All of them had known more or less about the guild from the guild member's first batch, but seeing with 

your own eyes was different, after all. 

The second batch was even more enthusiastic than the first batch, and the guild slowly became 

something that others couldn't easily look down upon. 

Especially the guild members themselves. 

The guild's prestige in their hearts had become the number one, and some even revered the guild as if it 

was a kind of religion. 

These guild members were even more loyal to the guild than the alchemists! 

And they were also proud of being a part of this guild. 

None of them lowered their heads when they met other big guild members and would be proud to show 

off their irregular tamer identity. 

Especially when they met the monster and beast tamers. 

These two were usually arrogant because not just anyone could be tamers. 

But now, there was the third type of tamers, and it could be stronger than the other two types... 

Frictions and conflicts couldn't be avoided. 

Of course, the guild members knew very well that the beast tamer and monster tamer guild leader were 

close friends with Ainsley, the irregular tamer guild founder. 

And so, even if the members got into a fight, they never really harmed each other! 

Chapter 890: "Foreign Members" 

On the contrary, it actually promoted a healthy competitive spirit among the three guilds, improving the 

members' abilities by leaps and bounds. 

It had been only four days since the guild first opened the on-site registration, but the other two tamer 

guilds had sensed the change. 

Their members became even more diligent, not wanting to lose against the new irregular tamers. 



The irregular tamers also strived hard to train, and the genius ones could even tame one or two 

monsters already in just four days. 

In these four days, Ainsley was busy managing the guild, ensuring no accidents or troubles related to the 

guild logistics. 

At the same time, the Sloan Family was busy preparing for the upcoming talk show. 

They had gathered the evidence to go against Leroy and had also cooperated with a TV station plus a 

live broadcast platform to hold the show. 

There were only three days left until they started the talk show and invited Leroy, but the Sloan Family 

wasn't afraid of the showdown at all. 

It was time to end Leroy's social life once and for all! 

At the same time, the government was also watching the Sloan Family and the Irregular Tamer guild's 

development. 

Seeing that such a strange tamer could exist thanks to Ainsley, the state finally included the irregular 

tamer as an official job or type of ability user. 

With this, the irregular tamer gained a higher prestige in the ability user society. 

More and more charm ability users from all over the country, even from neighboring countries, came to 

the guild to register on the spot. 

Ainsley still received new members' selections during this 7-day event, but she didn't just accept 

anyone. 

If the charm ability users had bad records or a too weak ability, they couldn't join the guild at all. 

As such, there were some voices on the internet condemning the guild for being partial to the strong 

and not giving a chance for the weak to strive. 

Alas, Ainsley had set up the standard and it was completely reasonable. 

The so-called weak ones that Ainsley didn't receive were mainly those who had just awakened their 

charm abilities and wanted to rush to become irregular tamers. 

Ainsley rejected these people because even if they became an irregular tamer... 

They had to train their regular charm ability first before they could train their irregular tamer skill. 

After all, the foundation of the irregular tamer was still the charm ability. 

If they couldn't charm humans who were generally easier to be charmed, how could they charm 

aggressive monsters and beasts? 

What about guild member candidates who were not a part of the Godlif country? 

For the time being, Ainsley asked them to register online and wait for the general assessment before 

being invited to Godlif country. 



Then, the guild would assess their general strength, and if they were strong enough to meet the guild's 

standard, they could immediately become a member. 

Of course, because they weren't the Godlif country's citizens, it would be hard to stay for a long time 

without special permission or change their nationality. 

Thus, Ainsley allowed them to go back to their countries and do all sorts of business. 

However, they had to receive the guild's tamer license first to be able to do business without the guild's 

supervision. 

Because of that, the foreign members who had successfully become guild members couldn't 

immediately do business when they returned to their countries. 

They had to train hard first, return to Godlif country to take the official test to get the irregular tamed 

license before being able to monster taming service business. 

If any of the members violated this critical rule and did illegal business without an irregular tamer 

license... 

Their unique skill would instantly disappear, and they would be banned by the guild plus not being 

acknowledged as a guild member anymore. 

All of this was recorded in the soul oath, and the foreign members didn't dare to be sneaky behind 

Ainsley's back. 

Even when they were far apart and Ainsley couldn't supervise them for the time being. 

Because of this, a wave of foreign members came to the guild while the other guild members registered 

as official guild members. 

Unlike the local guild members who came to the guild after being assessed thoroughly, the foreign guild 

members came to be tested. 

Thus, Ainsley prepared a separate room for them at the Crimson Lily branch, and this attracted the guild 

members' attention. 

The foreign members came from all sorts of countries, and their appearances were also striking. 

The Godlif country usually had people with Asian faces. 

Only some influential families had unique appearance traits such as blonde hair, purple hair, and so on. 

These people could possibly have western-ish appearances despite being a Godlif country's citizens. 

But those from the foreign countries usually had their own unique traits. 

Some had black skin. Some had exotic tanned skin. The others had silver hair and pale skin... 

Oh well, what was weird is that...the Godlif country's people had oriental vibe appearances, but their 

culture was similar to Italy on Earth. 

In this world, the cultures get mixed up between the citizens' appearances and their cultures! 



Ainsley got a headache about this for a while, but she slowly accepted the truth.... 

On the inheritance ceremony week's sixth day, all sorts of beauties with various skin colors, hair colors, 

and face types finally gathered at the Crimson Lily branch. 

The foreign members came from neighboring countries but some of them came from across the globe 

too! 

Oh, it's not really across the globe, but it was quite far if it was on Earth. 

Just how far is it? Maybe six to ten hours of plane flight! 

Of course, the neighbouring countries can visit in just three hours of plane flight… 

If they used a plane, though. 

 


